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Introduction 
 

Educational games have become a topic of much discussion in the gaming world. As 

Squire (2003) tells us, “Developments in gaming… suggest powerful new opportunities for 

educational media” (p. 50). Additionally, real-world classroom testing has found that games can 

be effective. Two professors at Penn State University, Ranalli and Ritzko (2013), found that 

using a game in their physics lab made students feel more engaged and enthusiastic about class, 

and Virvou et al. (2005), from the Department of Informatics at the University of Piraeus, 

created an educational game and noted that “Games can be very motivating while retaining or 

even improving the educational effects on students” (p. 54). 

The evidence supports that games can improve general student engagement in 

schoolwork, but the vast majority of current educational games focus on well-defined problem 

spaces, like geography, history, or math, wherein most questions have clear correct answers. Far 

fewer exist to aid in ill-defined problem spaces, like literature classes, where there is rarely a 

definitive right answer. Our capstone project, a game titled Bookmark, is an attempt to fill this 

gap without stifling the creativity and free thinking that are so important to an English class. We 

hope to motivate students through a freer style of play, with no direct “good” or “bad” answers. 

Because English courses can be so diverse and focused on literature-specific content, it 

would not be feasible to create a game with built-in content for every class’s specific reading 

assignments. Instead, we made generalizability a key focus of the project. Rather than having the 

game designers create content for every book and reading, the game itself provides an 

infrastructure around which the students and teachers build content as they play. A large portion 

of the gameplay consists of content generation through the construction of virtual cards, and the 



game mechanics try to ensure that a student who creates better cards will be more likely to win. 

As such, the game encourages its players to create high quality content, and the designers do not 

have to sit down and craft unique cards or scenarios for every reading. 

Much of the game’s design was influenced through discussions with real teachers. In 

addition to our advisor at the University of Virginia, we spoke with a collection of teachers from 

Prospect Heights Middle School, in Orange County, Virginia, and one teacher from Bryn Mawr 

School in Baltimore, Maryland. We were unable to test the game in any of their classrooms, but 

they provided useful insights into the kind of behavior that we should encourage with our game, 

and they helped us decide upon a number of details regarding the game’s key mechanics. 

Gameplay 
 

Bookmark has two main educational goals. Firstly, we intend to encourage students to 

read deeply as they perform their assigned reading homework, and secondly, we hope to teach 

students how to form effective literary arguments. It is a digital board game that revolves around 

virtual, student-made “cards,” which contain elements from the text and can be chained together 

to create and structure arguments about the reading (Figure 1). These chains form the primary 

mechanic of the game. Students create cards, which they use to design chains, which can then be 

used to make meaningful arguments about the text. The better the chain, the more likely a 

student is to gain points. Other students in the class can challenge chains, and in the end, the 

student with the best chain will be the one that wins the challenge. Put simply, the students who 

make the most effective arguments will win the game. 



 

Figure 1: Creating a chain of cards to support an argument. Book source: Heaney (2001) 

 

The gameplay process is split into two main phases: the “Workshop Phase” and the “Play 

Phase.” First, the teacher will split students into teams (of anywhere from two to five), and 

during the Workshop Phase, these students will individually log into the Bookmark website, go 

to the Workshop Page, and create a deck of cards as they complete their assigned reading 

homework (Figure 2). Each card contains one of two things: an argument the student would like 

to make, or a literary element found in the reading: Imagery, Tone, Theme, Plot Point, Figurative 

Language, Subgenre, or Other. 



 

Figure 2: Creating a card in the Bookmark Workshop. Book source: Heaney (2001) 

 

Once the assigned reading is complete, and the students have made their decks, the “Play 

Phase” begins. It is an in-class activity. During this phase, one student from each team will log 

into the Bookmark website and go to the Play Page. Meanwhile, the teacher will log in to the 

website and go to the Board Page, where he/she can begin a play session for the whole class. The 

teacher will need to project their view to the front of the classroom, where all students can see 

what’s on the teacher’s screen. 

The Play Page is split into three sections (Figure 3). On the right-hand side of the view, 

there is a list containing every argument card in the class. At the bottom of the view, students can 

see their team’s deck, created by combining the deck of every student in that team. Finally, in the 

center, there is the main workspace, whose content will vary depending on whether or not it is 

the team’s turn. 



 

Figure 3: Play Page View 

 

 

Figure 4: Board Page View 

 

The teacher’s Board Page consists of two primary sections: the board on the left and the 

teams on the right (Figure 4). The board is created using sixteen cards, randomly selected from 

the class’s deck (the combined decks of every student in the class), and organized into a four-by-



four grid. Each team also has a token, which indicates a position on the board and matches the 

color of the team’s entry in the right-side list of teams. This teams list also displays every team’s 

score. 

When it is a team’s turn, they have the option to move or create a chain. If they decide to 

move, they may switch to any position up to two spaces away from their current position on the 

board (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Move Choice Display. Book source: Lee (1960) 

 

If the team decides to create a chain, they must include the card that their token is 

standing on. All chains must include exactly one argument card. Any argument from the class 

deck can be selected (unless you happen to be standing on an argument card, in which case you 

must use that argument). If someone has already made a chain to support the chosen argument, 

that chain will be loaded in with the argument, and the current team must add to it. Teams are 

required to add at least two new cards to the chain from their own team’s deck before submitting. 

 



Once a team submits a chain, a Challenge Phase begins. The submitted chain is then 

displayed on the teacher’s screen and the other teams’ main workspaces (Figures 6 and 7), at 

which point, the other teams must decide to challenge or pass. 

 

Figure 6: Board Chain Display. Book source: Lee (1960) 

 

 

Figure 7: Team Challenge Chain Display. Teams must choose to challenge or pass. Book source: Lee (1960) 



A pass simply means that the other team has no better alternative chain. A challenge, on 

the other hand, means the other team must create their own chain to support the same argument. 

Once every team has either challenged or passed, the teacher can scroll through all of the 

competing chains and select a winner. The winning chain is then given a score (Excellent, Good, 

Average, or Poor), and the team is awarded points accordingly. An excellent chain receives five 

points, a good chain receives three, an average receives two, and a poor receives none. 

Once the challenge phase is complete or the team has selected where to move, the game 

moves to the next team’s turn and the cycle repeats until the teacher decides to end the game, at 

which point the team with the highest score wins. 

 

Figure 8: Gameplay Flow Chart 

 

Client System Overview 
 

 Before deciding on any of the development tools we would use, we tried to outline a 

general program structure. We knew that we needed a front-end client for students and teachers 

to use while playing (the Bookmark website), and we needed a back-end to store all of the 



necessary data (accounts, classes, cards, chains, etc…). Additionally, because much of the actual 

gameplay would have to synchronize across multiple machines, we decided to hold most of the 

game state information on the server. Clients, then, would merely pull data from the back-end, 

display it, and send updates as necessary. In essence, we planned to follow the standard Model-

View-Controller architecture. 

 The next step was to select tools. Unfortunately, none of the Bookmark team members 

had significant experience with web development, and we were relatively uninformed on web-

oriented technologies. We spent a few weeks examining options, and eventually decided to use 

simple HTML5 and JavaScript for the front end and Tomcat (Apache Tomcat, n. d.) and Java for 

the back end. Because message passing was relatively infrequent and not particularly time-

sensitive, we decided to use synchronous ajax requests to manage server communication. We 

planned to use JSON to represent information in transit, but it quickly became apparent that 

XML was far more suited to the task, as it was more flexible, and the data fit naturally into an 

XML format. For the HTML-heavy sections of the website (Login and Teacher Pages), we used 

Bootstrap (Bootstrap, n. d.) to make the components more visually appealing. 

 The general system is split into four main pages. For students, there is a workshop page, a 

play page, and a board page, and for teachers, there is an additional teacher information page, 

which contains links to access class information and create new assignments. While the 

workshop and teacher pages are primarily HTML and bootstrap, the play page and the board 

page require a considerable amount of JavaScript. 

To maintain a cohesive color scheme throughout the website, and to allow for easier 

switching into high-contrast mode, almost all pages obtain color information from a single 



JavaScript file, ColorScheme.js. Additionally, all server communication is funneled through a 

single script, DataFetcher.js. UML Diagram 1 illustrates this general, overall structure. 

 Throughout this paper, I will refer to a number of “classes” in JavaScript, though 

JavaScript is not technically class-based. Instead, these classes are technically functions and 

function prototypes. During work on the project, they were treated almost identically to how we 

would handle objects in a more typical class-based language, but a few features were left 

unavailable – most notably, object inheritance. Ideally, we would have made a collection of 

parent classes to handle things like drawable objects and mouse input receivers, but instead, we 

had to resort to creating a number of similar methods across many different objects.  

Play Page 
 

The play page consists of three main components: The MainDisplay, the DeckDisplay, 

and the ArgumentDisplay, each contained in separate HTML div elements. The div elements are 

created in the Play.html page, but the playGame.js file creates the actual JavaScript objects, 

handles all connections between them, and manages the game’s main client-side update loop. 

 

Figure 9: Play Page General Structure 

 



All input in the play page is mouse based. When the player performs some action, it is 

picked up in Play.html and redirected to the playPage.js script. The playPage.js script then 

calculates which of the three display objects contains the mouse position and passes the 

command along accordingly.  

While initializing the DeckDisplay, playGame.js uses the DataFetcher to obtain the 

team’s deck. The constructor to DeckDisplay takes this list of Card objects and stores them in a 

collection of CardDrawers, which are then displayed to the screen. A similar process happens for 

the ArgumentDisplay, but rather than the getting the team’s deck, playPage.js grabs the list of all 

argument cards created by the class. 

The MainDisplay contains a number of elements, most of which are hidden at the start of 

play. The display itself is used for four purposes: choosing what to do on your team’s turn, 

making chains, moving, and displaying other team’s chains. To handle all of these different 

tasks, the Main Display has a set of six possible states, which are described in detail in the Key 

Client Classes section of this paper. Generally speaking, however, the MainDisplay manages all 

primary forms of interaction during play. 

Creating a chain requires some communication between the three displays. The 

MainDisplay handles all card positioning and link creation, but in order to add cards to the chain, 

the players must select them from the ArgumentDisplay or the DeckDisplay. When playGame.js 

detects a mouse click in one of these two displays, it passes the event information along 

accordingly. Say, for example, the user clicks on a card in the DeckDisplay. Play.html will detect 

this click and pass the event along to playGame.js, which will pass the information into 

DeckDisplay.js. DeckDisplay then checks to see if the click location is contained in any of the 

CardDrawers, and if it is, DeckDisplay marks that card as “selected.” Meanwhile, in playGame’s 



update loop, if any cards are selected in the DeckDisplay, it will notify the MainDisplay, and 

then deselect the card in DeckDisplay. When MainDisplay receives one of these notifications, it 

adds the appropriate card to the chain. The process is identical for the ArgumentDisplay. The 

code for this procedure can be seen in Code Sample 1. 

When a chain is finally finished, the players click an HTML submit button, and the code 

generates a chain object using the MainDisplay’s list of CardDrawers and links. The chain object 

then generates XML to represent itself, and the DataFetcher sends that XML to the server, where 

it can be stored. Code for the chain submission process can be seen in Code Sample 2. 

Board Page  
 

 The board page has two main components: The BoardDisplay and the TeamDisplay, all 

of which are contained and managed in the BoardView.js script. The TeamDisplay is relatively 

straightforward. It contains a list of TeamDrawers, each one of which has a team, a score, and a 

color. These are all displayed as the TeamDrawer is drawn. 

The BoardDisplay is more complex, as it has two states: Display Board and Display 

Chains. The first state simply displays the game’s current board, which includes a four-by-four 

grid of cards and the position of each team’s token on that grid. Both the grid and the team 

positions are updated whenever a new game state is received from the server. The second state, 

Display Chains, is used to compare all competing chains during a challenge. If the teacher is 

logged in, it also shows the necessary components to select a winner. The corresponding team 

will be awarded the appropriate number of points, and all losing chains are discarded. Once a 

winning chain has been selected, and the server has acknowledged the update and stored the 

necessary information, the BoardDisplay returns the Display Board state. Ideally, the client 



would not have to wait for the server to store all of the information, but because the “select 

winner” action is only performed every few minutes, the slight decrease in efficiency did not 

seem worth the necessary increase in code complexity. 

 

Figure 10: Board Page General Structure 

 

Key Client Classes 
 

1. Card.js 

 A card holds four values: an id, a type (Argument, Imagery, Tone, etc…), some body 

text, and two page numbers (which are stored as a single tuple). It has getters for some of 

these fields, and it contains a method to generate an XML string that represents the card. The 

script also contains “static methods” (just regular, non-prototype functions) to create a card 

given an XML string or an XML element. The code for generating an XML string for a card 

can be seen in Code Sample 3, and the code to generate a card from an XML element can be 

seen in Code Sample 4. 



2. CardDrawer.js 

 A CardDrawer is used to draw a card’s information to the screen. It stores a card, a 

position, a scale (and corresponding scaled positions), a draw method, and a method to move 

around the screen. It also handles text wrapping and truncation, in the event that the card’s 

body text is too large to fit inside the CardDrawer’s bounds. The CardDrawer class can be 

seen in Code Sample 5. 

3. Chain.js 

 Chain objects represent finalized chains in the Bookmark system. They are not used for 

chains that are still under construction. They are generally used to display a completed chain 

to the BoardDisplay or MainDisplay during a Challenge Phase. 

 The class contains two lists. One, links, is simply a collection of tuples, where each tuple 

holds the ids of the linked cards. The other, cardsAndPos, is technically another list of tuples, 

though in this case, the first element is a Card object and the second element is a position for 

that card. While simple to describe colloquially, it was messy to implement, as positions 

themselves are tuples, and tuples in JavaScript are actually just arrays, meaning we had an 

array of arrays that contained another array. To mitigate some of this complexity, we created 

the formatCardDrawer function, which took in a CardDrawer and returned the appropriate 

tuple to add to the cardsAndPos list. 

 Similarly to Card.js, the Chain.js script contains two useful methods for communicating 

to the server: one that generates an XML string to represent the chain, and the other generates 

a chain from an XML element. 



4. Team.js 

 A team object simply holds values for the team’s id, name, color, and score. It also keeps 

track of a boolean value to represent whether or not it is currently that team’s turn. 

5. TeamDrawer.js 

 The TeamDrawer is used to visually represent a team’s information on screen. It contains 

a team, a position, and a draw method. 

6. DataFetcher.js 

 The DataFetcher is used for all server communication. It sends synchronous ajax requests 

and then handles the responses (an example request can be seen in Code Sample 6). It has a 

large collection of methods that can be accessed from any section of the JavaScript codebase 

to make calls to the server. Importantly, all of the actual server communication is isolated 

into the DataFetcher file. The other files simply call the appropriate DataFetcher functions 

and then wait for a response from the DataFetcher. For example, there is a joinSession 

method, which the playGame.js script uses to join an existing play session. In the 

DataFetcher, this joinSession method, which creates the ajax requests and waits for the 

response. When the response is received, it contains an XML string representing the game 

state, and that XML is returned to the playGame.js script. 

 To manage all of the available server commands, the DataFetcher has a large set of string 

variables which are used to build the necessary URLs. To join a session, for example, the 

DataFetcher combines the base URL: “http://gdrg.cs.virginia.edu:8080/ Bookmark 

/bookmark/” with the JOIN_SESSION string, “join_session” to create the final URL, “http:// 

gdrg.cs.virginia.edu:8080/Bookmark/bookmark/join_session”. The server has a matching set 

of action strings in the BookmarkServlet, which are discussed in more detail in the Key 



Server Classes section of this paper. 

 With hindsight, we should have made two major changes to the DataFetcher. Firstly, over 

the course of development, the file became cluttered and difficult to navigate. It would have 

been wise to create one class that handled sending server updates (i.e. create a card, move to 

a position, etc…), and another class to handle information requests (i.e. get my team’s name, 

get class information, etc…). Secondly, despite the relative infrequency with which we make 

calls to the server, there is a noticeable slow-down caused by the synchronous requests. It 

would have been better to use asynchronous requests and require every DataFetcher method 

to take a function which it would call when finished. 

7. playGame.js 

 The playGame.js script handles all of the overarching game logic for the Play page. It 

contains the MainDisplay, ArgumentDisplay, and DeckDisplay, and it manages all 

communication between the three of them. It also runs the Play Page update loop and 

processes all mouse input received from the Play Page. To process the input, it checks to see 

which (if any) of the three display objects contains the mouse position, then forwards the 

event accordingly. playGame.js also handles broad state changes when new information is 

received from the server. Every five seconds, it uses the DataFetcher to ask the server if there 

are any needed updates, and if there are, it parses the new state XML and changes the 

displays accordingly. Typically, this happens when switching between turns or displaying 

challenge chains on the MainDisplay. 

8. MainDisplay.js 

 The MainDisplay.js file handles all of the logic for the most prominent section of the Play 

page. It has six possible states: 



o Do Nothing: It is not your team’s turn. There are no available actions. 

o Turn Select: It is your turn; you are deciding whether to move or make a chain. 

o Challenge: Deciding whether or not to challenge another team’s chain. 

o Move: It is your turn; you are selecting where to move on the board. 

o Make Chain: You are constructing a chain. It is either your turn or a challenge. 

o Waiting on Challenge: You have submitted a chain, and you are now waiting for 

other teams to finish making any challenge chains. 

While implementing this system, it would have been wise to make use of the Strategy 

Software Design Pattern, where each of the six states would have its own separate class, and 

each class would have methods for drawing and input management. The Main Display could 

then have a single variable for the currentStateObject, and redirect all actions to it. Changing 

state would be as simple as switching this currentStateObject. Unfortunately, we did not 

think to implement it this way, and the MainDisplay.js code is considerably bloated as a 

result. It has separate a draw method for every state, and it only handles mouse input during 

the “Make Chain” state. The other states handle input through standard HTML buttons. 

 While the “Do Nothing”, “Move”, “Turn Select”, and “Waiting on Challenge” states do 

not require much beyond the showing and hiding of HTML elements, the “Make Chain” and 

“Challenge” states require some form of chain display and chain manipulation. To display 

chains, the MainDisplay retains two lists. The first is a collection of CardDrawer objects, and 

the second is a collection of links (tuples containing start card ids and end card ids). We do 

not create an actual Chain object until everything is finalized and ready to be sent to the 

server. 

 When playGame.js tells MainDisplay to add a card to the chain, MainDisplay checks that 



the card isn’t already in the chain. Additionally, if the card being added is an argument card, 

MainDisplay will ask the server (through the DataFetcher) to see if the argument card has 

pre-existing associated chain. If it does, MainDisplay will add the entire chain to the 

workspace. 

9. ArgumentDisplay.js 

 The ArgumentDisplay contains all logic for the right-side section of the Play Page. It 

holds a list of CardDrawers, one for each of the argument cards in the class, and it draws 

them in a vertical line. When handling mouse input, it checks to see if any of the 

CardDrawers contain the mouse position, and if one of them does, it selects the appropriate 

card. playGame.js then picks up this selected card and tells the MainDisplay to add it to the 

chain. 

PlayGame.js obtains the class’ list of argument cards as a part of the state information 

given by the DataFetcher, then passes it into ArgumentDisplay upon initialization.  

10. DeckDisplay.js 

 The DeckDisplay manages all logic for the lower component of Play Page. It functions 

similarly to the ArgumentDisplay, but draws cards horizontally rather than vertically, and it 

receives the team deck upon initialization, rather than the class’s argument deck. 

11. BoardView.js 

 BoardView.js handles the main game loop for the Board Page, much like playGame.js 

does for the Play Page. BoardView contains both the BoardDisplay and the TeamDisplay, 

though there is no communication between the two. The script checks for updates from the 

server, parses all state XML, and sends the necessary changes to their respective displays.  



12. BoardDisplay.js 

 BoardDisplay has two states: “Display Board” and “Display Chains”. As one might 

expect, “Display Board” is used to display the four-by-four grid of cards that make up the 

board (stored as a two-dimensional array of CardDrawers). It receives this grid from the 

BoardView, which receives it from the DataFetcher. The BoardDisplay also tracks the 

locations of each team on the board. To do this, it stores a list of PlayerTokens, which have a 

position and a color (matching the team’s color). These tokens are drawn after the board 

cards. 

 The “Display Chains” state is used to display all competing chains during a Challenge 

Phase. To display the chains, the BoardDisplay uses a BoardChainDisplay object, which 

contains a list of all competing chains and an integer index to determine which chain it 

should draw at the present moment. It can only draw one chain at a time. All chain 

information is grabbed from the DataFetcher whenever the server sends new state 

information.  

 The BoardDisplay contains two buttons (Previous and Next) to allow the user to cycle 

through all competing chains. If the user also happens to be the class’ teacher, there is a 

“Select Winning Chain” button and a chain quality dropdown, which allows the teacher to 

select the currently displayed chain as the winner of the challenge and assigns the selected 

quality to that chain. The winning chain is then converted to XML and sent to the server via 

the DataFetcher. 

13. TeamDisplay.js 

 The TeamDisplay handles all logic required for the right-side component of the Board 

Page. It contains a list of TeamDrawers and a function to add teams to that list. The function 



takes in a simple Team, not a TeamDrawer, and makes use of a separate method, createTD, 

to create a TeamDrawer for that team and position it in the appropriate section of the 

TeamDisplay. All TeamDrawers are drawn in the TeamDisplay’s draw method. 

Server System Overview 
 

 For the back-end server code, we decided to use Tomcat and Java, since the team 

members were already comfortable writing Java code. As per Tomcat’s convention, all requests 

from the client are handled through a servlet class, BookmarkServlet. A request is received via a 

URL in the following format: gdrg.cs.virginia.edu/Bookmark/[action]. The servlet parses the 

URL to obtain the action string, then sends that string through a large switch-case statement to 

perform the desired action. Any necessary parameters are passed as HTTP POST data. 

 The server is responsible for two key roles: storing data in a database and managing game 

sessions. A single static class, DatabaseManager, is used to handle all database manipulations 

(see Code Samples 7 and 8), but managing active game sessions is more complex. The 

BookmarkServlet talks to the static class GameManager, which contains a list of running 

sessions. Each session retains a single game’s state information, including the Board, the Teams, 

the Students, the various relevant decks, and any chains or chain competitions. 

When a teacher decides to launch a play session, a new Session object will be created and 

added to the GameManager’s list. When the session is created, all of the necessary information is 

obtained from the database in a top-down manner. Given the teacher id and the class id, the 

session knows which data to look up from the database when creating the SchoolClass object. 

The SchoolClass then creates all Team objects for the class, and the teams figure out which 

Student objects to create. Finally, the students load in all of the relevant cards (see Code Sample 



10). As such, when creating a Session using only the teacher id and the class id, all of the 

necessary information is automatically loaded in from the database and stored in memory. After 

the initial load in, the session will only use the database to store and retrieve chains linked to 

certain argument cards. 

Importantly, the Card, Student, Team, and SchoolClass objects are only used during 

active sessions. When manipulating the database, the necessary information is passed directly 

from the servlet to the DatabaseManager as XML, and the DatabaseManager parses that XML to 

manage the data as needed. This was done for two reasons – firstly, the objects in question are 

designed to be initialized using only an id; their constructors assume that the rest of the necessary 

information is available in the database. Naturally, if we tried to use these objects to store 

information in the database, this assumption would not hold. Having two separate constructors, 

however, would have increased complexity of the code for little to no gain. The XML format 

naturally translates into the database structure, so parsing the XML while adding to the database 

is relatively simple. Parsing XML to create a separate object, meanwhile, then using that object 

to store information in the database adds an unnecessary step in the process. 

Key Server Classes 
 

1. Bookmark Servlet 

 The BookmarkServlet receives all incoming messages to the server. It contains a string 

variable for every viable action the server can perform. This list of strings matches with the 

list of strings in the client’s DataFetcher class. When a request is received, the servlet parses 

the URL to obtain the desired action string, then sends that string through a large switch-case 

statement to match it to the correct action. When a match is found, the relevant parameters 



are pulled from the request’s HTML POST data, and the action is performed accordingly. 

 Because each response requires both a response code and a message, the 

BookmarkServlet makes use of a simple ResponseInfo class, which contains an integer (the 

response code) and a string (the message). Most of the methods that handle requests directly 

will return a ResponseInfo object. 

 If an action requires obtaining or updating information in the database, the 

BookmarkServlet redirects to a method in the DatabaseManager class. If, on the other hand, 

the action deals with an active game session, the servlet usually makes calls to the 

GameManager class. In a few unique cases, methods exist directly in the BookmarkServlet 

class so that the servlet can structure XML response messages, but these methods are 

deviations from the initial design. They were created for ease of implementation and code 

simplicity within the other classes, but with hindsight, it would have been better to put these 

methods in their more appropriate positions. 

The BookmarkServlet’s highest level method to handle an incoming request can be seen in 

Code Sample 9. 

2. GameManager 

 The GameManager is a static class used to handle all active play sessions. To do this, it 

contains a list of current sessions and a number of methods to modify and look up 

information on each session. It makes the assumption that a person will only ever participate 

in one session at a time, so when requests to the server contain nothing more than a user id, 

we can still identify the relevant session by checking to see which of the active sessions 

contains that id. Unfortunately, if someone were to take part in multiple sessions 

simultaneously, both sessions would likely experience confusing, incorrect behavior. 



However, we believe this is an unlikely scenario. 

 The process of looking up a user’s session is relatively inefficient, but efficiency was not 

a particularly high priority, as it was not likely that we would ever have more than a few 

sessions running at once. Given the user’s id, the GameManager calls the session’s 

containsPersonWithId method. This method then goes through every team in the session’s 

SchoolClass, and each team will linearly check its list of student ids to see if it contains the 

given person. If no teams contain the student, the GameManager will check the next session, 

repeating until the correct session is found or all sessions have been checked. 

 In essence, the GameManager is used as an interface for the servlet to manage any of the 

active sessions. All play-session related requests are passed through the GameManager and 

into their correct session. The GameManager itself rarely does much manipulation of the 

game state, outside of actually starting each session. Instead, it serves as a redirection point to 

send the requests to their appropriate locations. 

3. Session 

 Sessions manage all game state information for a single play session. This includes the 

board, the team positions, the challenges, and the scores. It also records which clients are up-

to-date and which need to be updated. Every session has exactly one SchoolClass. 

 At any given time, a session can be in one of three states: “Paused”, “PlayerTurn”, or 

“Challenge”. “Paused” simply means the GameManager has created the session, but the 

session has not started yet. “PlayerTurn” means it is currently a team’s turn, and that team is 

still deciding where to move or creating their chain. If the team submits a chain, then the 

session switches into a “Challenge” state, which offers all of the other teams the opportunity 

to challenge the submitted chain. The session then tracks any competing chains and waits to 



receive the teacher’s decision on who wins before awarding the points and returning back to 

the “PlayerTurn” state for the next team. 

4. SchoolClass 

 A SchoolClass represents a class of students. It contains a list of teams (and, 

consequently, students), and an id. In the database, classes are stored with an active 

assignment and they’re associated with a single teacher id, but that information is 

unnecessary during the actual Play Phase of Bookmark, so it is not recorded in the 

SchoolClass object. 

 The SchoolClass has three primary public methods: one to get the class’s entire deck 

(obtained by combining all team decks together), another to get the classes argument card 

deck, and a third to lookup whether or not a student is in the class. 

 A SchoolClass is initialized with nothing more than the class id. With that information, it 

goes to the DatabaseManager to look up the needed team ids, then creates all of the necessary 

teams.  

5. Team 

 A team contains an id, a list of students, a name, a position on the board, and a score. It 

has a method for getting the team deck (obtained by combining all decks of the students in 

that team), a method for moving to a new position on the board, and a method for generating 

an XML string to represent the team. It also has a method for checking whether or not a 

student is a member of the team, given that student’s id. 

 A team is initialized with nothing more than the team’s id. It uses that id to look up all of 

the necessary information from the DatabaseManager, then uses some of that information to 

initialize all of the students in the team. 



6. Student 

 A Student is a child of the Person class. A Person contains a name and an id, and the 

Student has an additional list of Cards, which makes up the student’s deck. The Student class 

also contains the getStudentXMLInfoString method, which generates an XML string to 

represent that student. 

 A student is initialized with two ids: the student’s id and the class’ id. This is slightly 

inconsistent with the Team and SchoolClass objects (which require only one id for 

initialization), but the DatabaseManager needs the class id to lookup the current assignment, 

which is required to obtain the correct deck from the database. 

7. Card 

 A Card contains five fields: id, type, bodyText, pageStart, and pageEnd. The id is simply 

the card’s database id. The type is a string that represents the card’s header (Argument, 

Imagery, Tone, Theme, etc…). The Body Text contains the bulk of the information on the 

card, and the page numbers are simply integers. If the user does supply page numbers, they 

will be set to negative one. 

 In addition to a few getters and helper methods, the Card class contains a method to 

generate an XML string to represent the card. It also contains a few static methods to parse 

card properties from XML, but these are used primarily by the DatabaseManager, and with 

hindsight, they should have gone in the DatabaseManager class. 

 A card is initialized using only the card’s id. All other information is looked up from the 

database. 

8. DatabaseManager 

 The DatabaseManager uses MySQL and handles all communication with the server’s 



database. It consists entirely of static methods that other classes can call when they need 

information from the database. The class was designed to make it easier for other areas of the 

code to get what they need from the database without having to make SQL commands. All of 

the MySQL and Database logic is consolidated into one place. 

 When there is no risk of a SQL injection, the DatabaseManager uses a java.sql.Statement 

to run queries, but when a SQL injection could cause harm, it uses the 

java.sql.PreparedStatement, which should guard against such attacks. Unfortunately, when 

initially developing the system, the team was unaware of the PreparedStatament, and we only 

found it after realizing that SQL Injections were a distinct possibility. Ideally, we would have 

done more research beforehand, so that we could have used the PreparedStatemet all along, 

rather than having to go in and change things after the fact. 

 A detailed description of the Database and structure can be found in the Database 

Structure section of this paper, or in UML Diagram 5. 

Database Structure 
 

The bookmark database has eleven tables: Assignments, Cards, ChainCards, ChainLinks, 

Chains, Classes, ClassStudents, DeckCardTypes, People, Teams, and TeamStudents. A diagram 

of the general structure can be seen in UML Diagram 5. This section provides a brief description 

of each table: 

1. Assignments: This table stores information on class assignments, including the assignment 

name, any special instructions for the students, the type of deck students should use (fiction 

or non-fiction), and a link to the previous assignment. 



2. Cards: Each row represents a different card and contains information about the card’s type, 

text, and page numbers. It also records who created the card, and what class/assignment the 

card was created for.  

3. Chains: This contains information about any chains that have been created. It stores an id for 

the chain, an id of the argument card, and a string quality value for the chain (Poor, Average, 

Good, or Excellent). 

4. ChainCards: This table exists to link cards together with chains. It has a field for a card id 

and a field for a chain id. It also stores positions for each card in the chain. These positions 

are recorded as integers representing absolute pixel values, which was a poor decision. 

Absolute positioning can cause major problems across different resolution screens, and it is 

not adaptable if we decide to re-work our front-end user interface. Sadly, because our card 

sizes are also hard-coded pixel values, it was difficult to find a solution that worked more 

effectively without entirely reworking the front-end display code. 

5. ChainLinks: This contains information about the links in a chain. In addition to the link id, 

each row contains two card ids, which represent the linked cards. 

6. Classes: This table holds information on all of the classes (i.e. classes in school) that have 

signed up for Bookmark. It has fields for the each class’s teacher id and current assignment 

id, and it notes down a name for the class and any additional information that the teacher may 

wish to display to the students (though the front end does not currently use this information). 

7. People: This table contains information for all Bookmark users, including their login 

information, their names (if given), and their ids.  



8. ClassStudents: This table links people to classes. Each row contains an id for a student and 

an id for a class. It exists to prevent a many-to-many relationship between the People and 

Classes tables. 

9. Teams: This table contains information for every team in Bookmark’s system, including the 

team’s name, class, and assignment. Each assignment has a different set of teams, so each 

team has a particular assignment associated with it. 

10. TeamStudents: This table exists to link students to teams. Each row contains one person id 

and one team id. It exists to prevent a many-to-many relationship between the People table 

and the Teams table.  

11. DeckCardTypes: This table contains the different types of decks (Fiction and Non-Fiction), 

and records the card types in each (Argument, Imagery, Tone, etc…). A single row contains 

one deck type and one card type (i.e. [Fiction, Imagery]). To obtain all card types for a 

particular deck type, one must select all rows with the desired deck type and read each one to 

obtain the corresponding card types. 

Analysis 
 

To obtain a cursory analysis on the effectiveness of Bookmark, we held a playtesting 

session with three fellow college students. Most of the volunteers were already well equipped to 

structure literary arguments, so the study focused less on improvement and more on general 

feedback. We asked them to play Bookmark with the first chapter of The Lord of the Rings: 

Fellowship of the Ring (Tolkien, 1994), and after playing, we held a discussion. We were open 

to whatever feedback came to mind, and we allowed them to discuss freely before we asked any 

specific questions, but our primary hope was to learn whether or not the game had changed the 



way that the players form arguments, if it changed how they complete assigned readings, or if the 

players thought it would help someone else with less experience. 

The results were mixed. Generally, the players stated that the game would be helpful to 

middle and high school students, but they, themselves, had not learned much from the 

experience. With that in mind, they also said that if they were to play again with another reading, 

they would focus on creating a diverse set of cards with more analysis and fewer quotes. In 

essence, their next set would have been more meaningful. They also said that they would 

consciously keep their arguments in mind as they read, and they would target their other cards to 

support those arguments specifically. These are exactly the critical reading behaviors we had 

hoped to enforce. Despite the players’ initial claims that the game did not teach them much, it 

seems to have encouraged the correct behavior. It is possible that this is simply a result of the 

players better understanding the rules of the game, but it shows that the game could promote the 

desired behavior in players who are less familiar with critical reading methods. 

In terms of improving the player’s ability to structure arguments, the game was less 

effective. We hoped to encourage a tiered understanding of literary arguments, wherein the 

simpler, more direct pieces of evidence (like plot points, diction, and imagery) help support 

broader, less tangible claims about the text (like theme and tone), which in turn support the larger 

argument. Sadly, the players never picked up on this notion. No participants mentioned it during 

the play session or the discussion afterwards, and the chains that were created did not reflect the 

tiered structure. Even more telling, perhaps, is that one of the participants recommended having 

the teacher require explicit types of chains based around the cards that form them – that is, the 

teacher would require chains to be made entirely of one type of card (i.e. a “theme” based 

argument, or a “plot point” based argument, and so on…). This idea, however, using only one 



type of evidence to support an argument, actively goes against what we had hoped to 

accomplish. 

There are a number reasons the game may have failed to properly encourage the desired 

argument structure. From the very start of the session, it was clear that the meaning behind a 

chain’s “links” was unclear. We had hoped to create the sense that linking card A to card B 

meant that card A actively supported card B in some way. When the participants played our 

game, however, they attributed little (if any) actual meaning to the links themselves. Instead, 

they placed all their evidence on the board and linked them together in a simple, linear pattern. 

Then, when describing their chains, they commented on how each card individually supported 

the argument and never mentioned how one card might support another non-argument card. 

After it was clear that the players misunderstood the concept and were not likely to gain an 

understanding through our gameplay alone, we tried to reshape the participants’ understanding 

by explaining the meaning directly. Afterwards, there was a slight improvement in the design of 

the chains, but the explanation methodology did not change, and the tiered structure still did not 

emerge.  

This issue could be remedied in a number of ways. The visual design of the links could 

be improved to make each link look like an arrow, rather than a simple line, and we could place 

the text “Supports” above each link. Hopefully, this would clarify their meaning. Then, to 

encourage the tiered structure, we could color cards of each tier differently – so the lower level 

cards could be yellow, middle-tier could be blue, and arguments could be red. This may 

encourage players to better arrange their chains, but it could also cause confusion: players may 

want to make their chain entirely one color, or they may think that they can only connect cards of 

the same color, and so on… We would have to conduct a few playtests to see the actual results. 



The tiered structure could also be improved by changing our terminology. When players imagine 

a chain, they naturally picture a linear series of links, and that is exactly what our participants 

created. However, the linear layout is not conducive to the argument structure we hope to 

encourage. Instead of “chains,” then, we should consider calling them “webs” or “maps,” which 

better convey the desired format. Finally, we (or the teacher) could step through some examples 

of well-formed chains before the game begins. This could improve understanding on all fronts, 

but it risks limiting some of the fun as the students figure out the process for themselves. We 

could also provide a few helpful features on the Workshop page, including a tutorial, help 

buttons, and suggestion buttons. The tutorial and help buttons could assist players when they’re 

confused about what to do, and the suggestion buttons could provide generic advice on how to 

get more out of the text (tackling the text from a different perspective, focusing on one 

character’s journey, trying to write out motivations for each of the characters, and so on…). 

We did consider using automatic scoring as a method to encourage the proper format for 

chains, but the notion of tiers was so far from any of the participants’ minds that we do not 

believe they would have understood what was causing the fluctuation in scores. Instead, we 

could add point bonuses for diverse chains and have some colorful text pop-up saying something 

along the lines of “Diverse Chain +1!” While this will not enforce the tiered structure, it does 

encourage players to use a variety of different card types. 

Some of the responsibility in solving this issue also lies in the teacher’s hands. When a 

teacher scores a chain, he/she must explain why the chain is “excellent,” “good,” “average,” or 

“poor.” In doing so, they can explicitly encourage the desired tier behavior. In our informal 

session, however, it was awkward to correct the participants’ chains in the way that a teacher 

may correct a student. In a more classroom like environment, this may be more effective.  



Lastly, it seems that Bookmark would be dramatically more effective when played 

regularly. In this play session, as well as similar sessions done before, players reliably mentioned 

that they would change the way they read if they were to play the game again. It would be an 

effective tool to deepen a student’s level of critical reading, and as the cards improve in quality, 

it would be easier to create powerful chains. This could be helped by a demo beforehand, but it 

won’t take full effect until the students have played and understood the game themselves. 

 

Next Steps 
 

 Moving forwards, we would like to conduct a study to properly test the effectiveness of 

Bookmark in an actual class of middle or high school students. A week or two before playing 

Bookmark, they would complete a reading assignment and fill out a brief worksheet, which 

would ask the students to defend (or refute) a particular argument; it would also ask them to 

create and defend their own argument. After completing the worksheet, students would do a 

second reading assignment and play Bookmark. Then, a week or two after playing, they would 

complete yet another reading assignment and fill our one more worksheet, which would be 

identical to the first. If possible, this process would be repeated a few times. We, the researchers, 

could then compare the students’ responses in the before and after worksheets to see if any 

dramatic shifts occurred in the way that they students structure arguments about a given text. 

 The study described above does nothing to account for whatever information the students 

are actually learning in class, so shorter periods of time between completing the worksheets and 

playing Bookmark would be preferred, though it is also important to note that Bookmark may 

only have a temporary effect. To test whether that effect remains after a longer period of time, a 



more planned-out, long-term study would be required, potentially comparing data on the same 

teacher’s class across multiple years. 
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 UML Diagram 2: Play Page 



 

UML Diagram 3: Board Page 
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Appendix A 

  



Code Samples 

 

Code Sample 1: Card Selection, from Deck Display to Main Display through playGame.js 

-------- playGame.js -------- 

... 
// Called Once Every Frame 

function paint() { 

    if(deckDisplay.selectedCard != null) { 

        var card = deckDisplay.selectedCard.copy(); 

        deckDisplay.clearSelectedCard(); 

        var xOffset = Math.floor((Math.random() * 98)) - 49; 

        var yOffset = Math.floor((Math.random() * 98)) - 49; 

        card.moveTo(50 + xOffset, 50 + yOffset); 

        mainDisplay.addCard(card, mainDisplay.CARD_NEW); 

    } 

 

    if(argumentDisplay.selectedCard != null) { 

        var card = argumentDisplay.selectedCard.copy(); 

        argumentDisplay.clearSelectedCard(); 

        var xOffset = Math.floor((Math.random() * 98)) - 49; 

        var yOffset = Math.floor((Math.random() * 98)) - 49; 

        card.moveTo(50 + xOffset, 50 + yOffset); 

        mainDisplay.addCard(card, mainDisplay.CARD_NEW); 

    } 

 

    // Draw Displays 

    mainDisplay.draw(contextM); 

    deckDisplay.draw(contextD); 

    argumentDisplay.draw(contextA); 

     

} 

... 

 

-------- DeckDisplay.js -------- 

… 
DeckDisplay.prototype.mouseClick=function(e, canvasRect){ 

    e.preventDefault(); 

 

    var xClickPos = (event.clientX - canvasRect.left); 

    var yClickPos = (event.clientY - canvasRect.top); 

    this.dragMousePos = [xClickPos, yClickPos]; 

     

    // Loop backwards so that with overlapping cards, 

    // we select the card on top (which feels more natural). 

    for(var cardNum = this.cards.length - 1; cardNum >= 0 ; cardNum--) { 

        if(this.cards[cardNum].getRealPosition().contains(xClickPos, yClickPos)) { 

            if(e.which == 1) { // Left Click 

                this.selectCard(cardNum, [xClickPos, yClickPos]); 

                break; 

            } 

        } 

    } 

}; 

… 

 

-------- MainDisplay.js -------- 

... 



MainDisplay.prototype.addCard = function(cardDrawer, source) { 

   if (this.currentState != this.makeChain && this.currentState != this.challenge) { 

      return; 

   } 

   var cardType = cardDrawer.getType().toLowerCase().trim(); 

 

// Bypass argument checks if it's from arg chain or board or challenge 

//(though challenge should always be arg card). 

   if ( 

  source != this.CARD_FROM_ARG && 

  source != this.CARD_FROM_BOARD && 

  source != this.CARD_FROM_DISPLAY_CHAIN && 

  source != this.CARD_FROM_CHALLENGE 

  ) { 

      if (this.argumentCardOnBoard === false && !(cardType === "argument")) { 

         alert("Please add an argument card first!"); 

         return; 

      } else if (this.argumentCardOnBoard === true && (cardType === "argument")) { 

         alert("Only one Argument card allowed on the board at a time!"); 

         return; 

      } 

   } 

 

   for (var i = 0; i < this.cards.length; i++) { 

      if (this.cards[i].getCardUniqueId() == cardDrawer.getCardUniqueId()) { 

         console.log("Card Already on Board"); 

         return; // Card already on board. 

      } 

   } 

 

   if (cardType === "argument") { 

      this.argumentCardOnBoard = true; 

      var argChain = getArgumentCardChain(cardDrawer.getCardUniqueId()); 

      if (argChain != null) { 

         this.loadChainOntoCanvas(argChain, this.CARD_FROM_ARG); 

 

         // The Argument card will be added with chain. 

         // Need to change its source so it isn't registered as "from argument card". 

         // We do not need to push and scale again, so we return. 

         delete this.cardSources[cardDrawer.getCardUniqueId()]; 

         this.cardSources[cardDrawer.getCardUniqueId()] = source; 

         if (source == this.CARD_NEW) { 

            console.log("Setting Color"); 

            for (var i = 0; i < this.cards.length; i++) { 

               if (this.cards[i].getCardUniqueId() == cardDrawer.getCardUniqueId()) { 

                  this.cards[i].backColor = getCardBackgroundColor(); 

                  break; 

               } 

            } 

         } 

         return; 

      } 

 

   } 

 

   cardDrawer.scale = this.defaultCardScale; 

   if ( 

 source == this.CARD_FROM_ARG || 

 source == this.CARD_FROM_BOARD || 

 source == this.CARD_FROM_DISPLAY_CHAIN || 

 source == this.CARD_FROM_CHALLENGE) { 

      cardDrawer.backColor = getLockedCardBackgroundColor(); 

   } else if (source == this.CARD_NEW) { 



      cardDrawer.backColor = getCardBackgroundColor(); 

   } 

   this.cards.push(cardDrawer); 

   this.cardSources[cardDrawer.getCardUniqueId()] = source; 

}; 

... 

 

Code Sample 2: Chain Submission Process 
 

-------- playGame.js -------- 
 
function onGenericSubmit() { 

    var chain = mainDisplay.generateChain(); 

    var check = false; 

    var linkCounter = 0; 

    var counter = 0; 

    var chainCardsPos = chain.getCardsAndPos(); 

    var links = chain.getLinks(); 

 

    for(var i = 0; i < chainCardsPos.length; i+=1) { 

        var temp = chainCardsPos[i]; 

        var card = temp[0]; 

        if(card.getType() === "Argument") { 

            check = true; 

        } 

        for(var j = 0; j < links.length; j += 1) { 

            if(card.getCardUniqueId() === links[j][0] ) { 

                linkCounter += 1; 

            } 

        } 

     

        var cardSource = mainDisplay.getCardSource(card.getCardUniqueId); 

        if(cardSource === this.CARD_NEW && card.getType() != "Argument") { 

            counter = counter + 1; 

        } 

    } 

 

    if (counter < NEW_CARDS) { 

        validChain = false; 

        alert("Chains must have at least two new cards!"); 

    } else if (check == false) { 

        validChain = false; 

        alert("Chains must have an argument card!"); 

    } else if (linkCounter < (chainCardsPos.length -1)) { 

        validChain = false; 

        alert("All cards in the chain must be linked!"); 

    } else { 

        validChain = true; 

    } 

 

    if (validChain) { 

        mainDisplay.setState(mainDisplay.waitingOnChallenge);        

        submitChainToServer(sessionStorage.studentId, chain); 

        $("#genericSubmitButton").hide(); 

        mainDisplay.clearChain(); 

        document.getElementById("canvasM").focus(); 

        console.log("Chain creation attempted."); 

 

    } 

     

} 



 

-------- DataFetcher.js -------- 
 

// Submits a chain to the server 

function submitChainToServer(dfStudentId, dfChain) { 

    var sendData = "id=" + dfStudentId + "&chain_xml=" +  dfChain.generateXML(); 

    var targetUrl = BASE_URL + SUBMIT_CHAIN; 

    var retData = ""; 

    $.ajax({ 

      type: 'POST', 

      url: targetUrl, 

      data: sendData, 

      async:false 

    }).done(function (data) { 

        console.log("Chain Submitted! Data: " + data); 

        retData = data; 

    }).fail(function (data){ 

        console.log("Chain Submission Failure: " + data.status); 

        retData = data; 

    }); 

    return retData; 

} 

 

-------- Chain.js -------- 
 

// Creates an XML String to represent the chain. 

Chain.prototype.generateXML = function(quality) { 

    var xmlStr = "<chain>"; 

 

    if(quality) { 

        xmlStr += "<quality>" + quality + "</quality>"; 

    } 

 

    // Card Info (Card and Position) 

    xmlStr += "<cards>"; 

    for(var i=0; i<this.cardsAndPos.length; i++) { 

        xmlStr += "<card_info>"; 

        console.log("Cards and Pos:" + this.cardsAndPos); 

        var card = this.cardsAndPos[i][0]; 

        var pos = this.cardsAndPos[i][1]; 

         

        xmlStr += card.generateXML(); // <card> ... </card> 

 

        xmlStr += "<position>"; 

        xmlStr += "<x>" + parseInt(pos[0]) + "</x>"; 

        xmlStr += "<y>" + parseInt(pos[1]) + "</y>"; 

        xmlStr += "</position>"; 

 

        xmlStr += "</card_info>"; 

    } 

    xmlStr += "</cards>"; 

 

    xmlStr += "<links>"; 

    for(var i=0; i<this.links.length; i++) { 

        xmlStr += "<link>"; 

        xmlStr += "<card1_id>" + this.links[i][0] + "</card1_id>"; 

        xmlStr += "<card2_id>" + this.links[i][1] + "</card2_id>"; 

        xmlStr += "</link>"; 

    } 

    xmlStr += "</links>"; 



 

 

    xmlStr += "</chain>"; 

 

    return xmlStr; 

}; 

 

Code Sample 3: Generating XML String for a Card 
 

// Creates an XML String to represent the card. 

Card.prototype.generateXML = function() { 

    var xmlStr = "<card>"; 

    xmlStr += "<id>" + this.uniqueId + "</id>"; 

    xmlStr += "<type>" + this.type + "</type>"; 

    xmlStr += "<body_text>" + this.text + "</body_text>"; 

    xmlStr += "<page_start>" + this.pageNum[0] + "</page_start>"; 

    xmlStr += "<page_end>" + this.pageNum[1] + "</page_end>"; 

    xmlStr += "</card>"; 

    return xmlStr; 

}; 

 

Code Sample 4: Generating Card from XML Element 
 

// Creates a Card object from the given XML data element. 

function createCardFromXMLCardElement(cardData) { 

    var id = $(cardData).find("id").text(); 

    var type = $(cardData).find("type").text(); 

    var bodyText = $(cardData).find("body_text").text(); 

    var pageStart = $(cardData).find("page_start").text(); 

    var pageEnd = $(cardData).find("page_end").text(); 

    type = type.replace(/_/g, " "); 

 

    return new Card(id, type, bodyText, pageStart, pageEnd); 

} 

 

Code Sample 5: CardDrawer.js 
 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//-- A CardDrawer is used to visually display a Card on the screen -- 

//------------------------------------------------------------------- 

function CardDrawer(card, xPos, yPos, width, height) { 

    this.card = card; 

 

    this.basePosition = new Rectangle(xPos, yPos, width, height); 

 

    this.hBuffer = 15; 

    this.topBuffer = 0; 

    this.bottomBuffer = 10; 

 

    this.titleFontName = "segoe ui semibold"; 

    this.titleFontSize = 18; 

 

    this.bodyFontName = "segoe ui"; 

    this.normalFontSize = 12; 

 

    this.backColor = getCardBackgroundColor(); 

    this.textColor = getCardTextColor(); 

    this.shadowColor = getCardShadowColor(); 

    this.shadowSize = 1; 

 



    this.displayText = ""; 

 

    this.scale = 1; 

 

    this.isTruncated = false; 

} 

 

// Returns a copy of this CardDrawer 

CardDrawer.prototype.copy = function() { 

    return new CardDrawer( 

        this.card, 

        this.basePosition.left, 

        this.basePosition.top, 

        this.basePosition.width, 

        this.basePosition.height); 

}; 

 

// Draws the card's title text (i.e. Argument, Theme, Tone, etc...) 

CardDrawer.prototype.drawTitleText = function(context) { 

    context.textAlign = "center"; 

    context.textBaseline="top"; 

    context.font = ("bold " + this.titleFontSize + "px " + this.titleFontName); 

    context.fillStyle = this.textColor; 

    context.fillText( 

this.card.type, 

this.getCenter()[0], 

this.basePosition.top + this.topBuffer, 

this.basePosition.width); 

}; 

 

// Draws the card's body text 

CardDrawer.prototype.drawBodyText = function(context) { 

    context.textAlign = "start"; 

    context.textBaseline="top"; 

    context.font = ("normal " + this.normalFontSize + "px " + this.bodyFontName); 

    context.fillStyle = this.textColor; 

 

    if(this.displayText.trim() == "") { 

        this.displayText = getDisplayText( 

            context, 

            this.card.text, 

            this.basePosition.width - this.hBuffer * 2, 

            this.basePosition.height - this.topBuffer - (this.titleFontSize*1.5) - 

(this.normalFontSize * 1.5), 

            this.normalFontSize * 1.5 

        ); 

 

        this.isTruncated = (this.displayText.trim() != this.card.text.trim()); 

    } 

 

    wrapText(context, this.displayText, this.basePosition.left + this.hBuffer, 

        this.basePosition.top  + this.topBuffer + this.titleFontSize*1.5,  

        this.basePosition.width - this.hBuffer * 2,  

        this.normalFontSize * 1.5); 

}; 

 

// Draws the card's page numbers. 

CardDrawer.prototype.drawPageNumbers = function(context) { 

    if(this.card.pageNum[0] == -1 && this.card.pageNum[1] == -1) { 

        return; 

    } 

    else if(this.card.pageNum[0] == -1 || this.card.pageNum[1] == -1) { 

        pgText = "p. " + Math.max(this.card.pageNum[0], this.card.pageNum[1]); 



    } else { 

        pgText = "pp. " + this.card.pageNum[0] + " - " + this.card.pageNum[1]; 

    } 

 

    context.textAlign = "end"; 

    context.textBaseline="bottom"; 

    context.font = ("normal " + this.normalFontSize + "px " + this.bodyFontName); 

    context.fillStyle = this.textColor; 

    context.fillText(pgText, 

        this.basePosition.left + this.basePosition.width - this.hBuffer, 

        this.basePosition.top + this.basePosition.height - this.bottomBuffer); 

}; 

 

// Draws the Card's shadow 

CardDrawer.prototype.drawShadow = function(context) { 

    context.fillStyle = this.shadowColor; 

 

    context.fillRect( 

        this.basePosition.left - this.shadowSize, 

        this.basePosition.top + this.shadowSize, 

        this.shadowSize, 

        this.basePosition.height 

    ); 

    context.fillRect( 

        this.basePosition.left + this.basePosition.width, 

        this.basePosition.top + this.shadowSize, 

        this.shadowSize, 

        this.basePosition.height 

    ); 

    context.fillRect( 

        this.basePosition.left - this.shadowSize, 

        this.basePosition.top + this.basePosition.height, 

        this.basePosition.width + this.shadowSize * 2, 

        this.shadowSize * 2); 

}; 

 

// Draws the card 

CardDrawer.prototype.draw = function(context) { 

    context.scale(this.scale, this.scale); 

 

    context.fillStyle = this.backColor; 

    context.fillRect(this.basePosition.left, this.basePosition.top, 

this.basePosition.width, this.basePosition.height); 

    this.drawShadow(context); 

 

    // Text 

    this.drawTitleText(context); 

    this.drawBodyText(context); 

    this.drawPageNumbers(context); 

 

    context.scale(1 / this.scale, 1 / this.scale); 

}; 

 

// Returns a tuple representing the [x, y] center of the CardDrawer 

CardDrawer.prototype.getCenter = function() { 

    return [this.basePosition.left + this.basePosition.width / 2, 

this.basePosition.top + this.basePosition.height / 2]; 

}; 

 

// Returns the unique integer id of the card contained by this CardDrawer 

CardDrawer.prototype.getCardUniqueId = function() { 

    return this.card.uniqueId; 

}; 



 

// Returns the string type of the card contained by this CardDrawer 

CardDrawer.prototype.getType = function() { 

    return this.card.type; 

}; 

 

//---------------------------------------------------- 

//-------------------Scaling Methods------------------ 

//---------------------------------------------------- 

 

CardDrawer.prototype.getRealPosition = function() { 

    return new Rectangle(this.getScaledXPos(), this.getScaledYPos(), 

this.getScaledWidth(), this.getScaledHeight()); 

}; 

 

CardDrawer.prototype.getScaledXPos = function() { 

    return this.basePosition.left * this.scale; 

}; 

 

CardDrawer.prototype.getScaledYPos = function() { 

    return this.basePosition.top * this.scale; 

}; 

 

CardDrawer.prototype.getScaledWidth = function() { 

    return this.basePosition.width * this.scale; 

}; 

 

CardDrawer.prototype.getScaledHeight = function() { 

    return this.basePosition.height * this.scale; 

}; 

 

//---------------------------------------------------- 

//----------Position and Size Modification------------ 

//---------------------------------------------------- 

 

// Move the CardDrawer to a new position 

CardDrawer.prototype.moveTo = function(pointX, pointY, boundingRectangle) { 

    var scaledX =  pointX / this.scale; 

    var scaledY = pointY / this.scale; 

 

    // Clamp to window size 

    if(boundingRectangle != null) { 

        var minXPos = boundingRectangle.left / this.scale; 

        var minYPos = boundingRectangle.top / this.scale; 

        var maxXPos = (boundingRectangle.left + boundingRectangle.width - 

this.getScaledWidth()) / this.scale; 

        var maxYPos = (boundingRectangle.top + boundingRectangle.height - 

this.getScaledHeight()) / this.scale; 

 

        scaledX = Math.max(minXPos, Math.min(maxXPos, scaledX)); 

        scaledY = Math.max(minYPos, Math.min(maxYPos, scaledY)); 

    } 

 

    // Move selected card 

    this.basePosition.left = scaledX; 

    this.basePosition.top = scaledY; 

}; 

 

 

//---------------------------------------------------- 

//------------------Helper Functions------------------ 

//---------------------------------------------------- 

 



// Gets the body text to display on the CardDrawer 

// This may be truncated if necessary. 

function getDisplayText(context, initText, maxWidth, maxHeight, lineHeight) { 

    var words = initText.split(' '); 

    var currentLine = ""; 

    var wordNum = 0; 

    var lineNum = 0; 

    var maxLines = Math.floor(maxHeight / lineHeight); 

 

    while(wordNum < words.length && lineNum < maxLines) { 

        var testLine = currentLine + words[wordNum] + ' '; 

        var metrics = context.measureText(testLine); 

        var testWidth = metrics.width; 

        if (testWidth > maxWidth && wordNum > 0) { 

            currentLine = ""; 

            lineNum++; 

        } 

        else { 

            wordNum++; 

            currentLine = testLine; 

        } 

    } 

 

    var displayTxt = words.slice(0, wordNum).join(" ").trim(); 

 

    if(wordNum < words.length) { 

        displayTxt = displayTxt.substring(0, displayTxt.length - 4) + "..."; 

    } 

    return displayTxt; 

} 

 

// Wrap the text to the given rectangle specifications 

function wrapText(context, text, x, y, maxWidth, lineHeight) { 

    var words = text.split(' '); 

    var line = ''; 

 

    for(var n = 0; n < words.length; n++) { 

      var testLine = line + words[n] + ' '; 

      var metrics = context.measureText(testLine); 

      var testWidth = metrics.width; 

      if (testWidth > maxWidth && n > 0) { 

        context.fillText(line, x, y); 

        line = words[n] + ' '; 

        y += lineHeight; 

      } 

      else { 

        line = testLine; 

      } 

    } 

    context.fillText(line, x, y); 

} 

 

Code Sample 6: Synchronous Ajax Request to Get a Person’s Name 
 

// Gets the name of the student given the student id 

function getPersonName(dfStudentId) { 

    var sendData = "id=" + dfStudentId; 

    var targetUrl = BASE_URL + GET_PERSON_NAME; 

 

    var retData; 

    $.ajax({ 

      type: 'POST', 



      url: targetUrl, 

      data: sendData, 

      async:false 

    }).done(function (data) { 

 // Success getting name. 

        retData = data; 

    }).fail(function (data){ 

 // Failure getting name. 

        console.log("Failure Obtaining Person Name: " + data.status); 

        retData = "Person #" + dfStudentId; 

    }); 

 

    return retData; 

} 

 

Code Sample 7: Get a Team’s List of Student IDs from Database 
 

/** 

 * Load in a team's students using the team's id. 

 */ 

public static ArrayList<Integer> loadTeamStudentIds(int teamId) { 

    ArrayList<Integer> studentIDs = new ArrayList<Integer>();    

     

    MysqlDataSource datasource = null; 

    Connection connection = null; 

    Statement statement = null; 

     

    String url="jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/bookmarkdb"; 

    String user="Bookmark"; 

    String password="jetbookmark"; 

         

    try { 

        datasource = new MysqlDataSource(); 

        datasource.setUrl(url); 

        datasource.setUser(user); 

        datasource.setPassword(password); 

        connection = datasource.getConnection(); 

        statement = connection.createStatement(); 

             

        String query = ("SELECT StudentID FROM TeamStudents WHERE TeamID = " 

+ teamId + ";"); 

        ResultSet results = statement.executeQuery(query); 

        while(results.next()) { 

            studentIDs.add(results.getInt("StudentID")); 

        } 

         

    } catch(SQLException ex) { 

        System.out.println("SQL Exception in Load Team Students IDs: " + 

ex.getMessage()); 

    } finally { 

        try { 

            if(statement != null) { 

                statement.close(); 

            } 

            if(connection != null) { 

                connection.close(); 

            } 



        } catch (SQLException ex) { 

            System.out.println("SQL Exception in Load Team Students IDs 

Finally: " + ex.getMessage()); 

        } 

    } 

     

    return studentIDs; 

} 

 

Code Sample 8: Update Card Entry in Database 
 

/** 

 * Update a card entry for a student 

 */ 

public static void updateCardForStudent( 

    int cardID, 

    int studentID, 

    int classID, 

    String cardType, 

    String cardBody, 

    int pageStart, int pageEnd) { 

    MysqlDataSource datasource = null; 

    Connection connection = null; 

    PreparedStatement prepStmt = null; 

     

    String url="jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/bookmarkdb"; 

    String user="Bookmark"; 

    String password="jetbookmark"; 

         

    try { 

        datasource = new MysqlDataSource(); 

        datasource.setUrl(url); 

        datasource.setUser(user); 

        datasource.setPassword(password); 

        connection = datasource.getConnection(); 

         

        String prepQuery = "UPDATE Cards SET " 

                + "CardType=?, " 

                + "CardBody=?, " 

                + "PageStart=?, " 

                + "PageEnd=? " 

                + "WHERE (CardID=? AND PersonID=?);"; 

         

        prepStmt = connection.prepareStatement(prepQuery); 

         

        prepStmt.setString(1, cardType); 

        prepStmt.setString(2, cardBody); 

        prepStmt.setInt(3, pageStart); 

        prepStmt.setInt(4, pageEnd); 

        prepStmt.setInt(5,  cardID); 

        prepStmt.setInt(6, studentID); 

         

        prepStmt.executeUpdate(); 

         

    } catch(SQLException ex) { 



        System.out.println("SQL Exception in Add Card for Student: " + 

ex.getMessage()); 

    } finally { 

        try { 

            if(prepStmt != null) { 

                prepStmt.close(); 

            } 

            if(connection != null) { 

                connection.close(); 

            } 

        } catch (SQLException ex) { 

            System.out.println("SQL Exception in Add Card for Student 

Finally: " + ex.getMessage()); 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

 

Code Sample 9: BookmarkServlet Post Request Handler 
 

@Override 

public void doPost(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response) throws 

IOException, ServletException { 

    try { 

        // Get the URL Info 

        // 

        String action = request.getPathInfo(); 

 

        // Allow gdrg.cs.viginia.edu communication 

        // 

        response.addHeader( 

"Access-Control-Allow-Origin", 

"http://gdrg.cs.virginia.edu" 

); 

 

        // Must designate an action 

        // 

        if(action.isEmpty()) { 

            response.sendError(500, "Badly Formed URL. Must designate an action."); 

            return; 

        } else { 

            // Trim trailing or leading '/' characters. 

            if(action.charAt(0) == '/') { 

                action = action.substring(1); 

            } 

            if(action.charAt(action.length() - 1) == '/') { 

                action = action.substring(0, action.length() - 1); 

            } 

        } 

        if(action.isEmpty()) { 

            response.sendError(500, "Badly Formed URL. Must designate an action."); 

            return; 

        } 

 

        System.out.println("Received Request to: \"" + action + "\""); 

 

        // Handle the action 

        // 

        ResponseInfo actionResponse = handleRequest( 

action, 



request.getParameterMap() 

); 

 

        // Write the response back to the client 

        // 

        if(actionResponse.hasError()) { 

            response.sendError(actionResponse.status, actionResponse.message); 

            return; 

        } else { 

            PrintWriter writer = response.getWriter(); 

            writer.println(actionResponse.message); 

            writer.close(); 

        } 

    } catch (Exception e) { 

        System.out.println("Hit Unexpected Error:"); 

        System.out.println(e); 

        System.out.println(e.getMessage()); 

        e.printStackTrace(System.out); 

        response.sendError(500, "Unknown Error: " + e + " " + e.getMessage()); 

    } 

} 

 

Code Sample 10: Top-Down Session Creation 

-------- Session.java -------- 
/** 

 * @param teacherId The id of the teacher who owns this session 

 * @param classId The id of the class playing this session 

 */ 

public Session(int teacherId, int classId) { 

    this.teacherId = teacherId; 

    this.schoolClass = new SchoolClass(classId); 

    this.setSessionState(SessionState.Paused); 

} 

 

-------- SchoolClass.java -------- 
/** 

 * @param id The class id 

 */ 

public SchoolClass(int id) { 

    this.id = id; 

    this.teams = loadTeamsFromDB(); 

} 

 

/** 

 * Loads in all teams belonging to this class. 

 */ 

private ArrayList<Team> loadTeamsFromDB() { 

    ArrayList<Integer> teamIds = DatabaseManager.getClassTeamIds(id); 

    ArrayList<Team> retTeams = new ArrayList<Team>(); 

    for(int teamId : teamIds) { 

        retTeams.add(new Team(teamId)); 

    } 

    return retTeams; 

} 
 



-------- Team.java -------- 
/** 

 * @param id The id of the team 

 */ 

public Team(int id) { 

    this.id = id; 

    this.name = DatabaseManager.getTeamName(id); 

    this.students = loadStudentsFromDB(DatabaseManager.getTeamClassID(id)); 

} 

 

/** 

 * Loads in all students belonging to this team. 

 * @param classId The id of the class 

 */ 

private ArrayList<Student> loadStudentsFromDB(int classId) { 

    ArrayList<Integer> studentIds = DatabaseManager.loadTeamStudentIds(id); 

    ArrayList<Student> retStudents = new ArrayList<Student>(); 

    for(int studentId : studentIds) { 

        retStudents.add(new Student(studentId, classId)); 

    } 

    return retStudents; 

} 

 

-------- Student.java -------- 
/**  

 * @param id The id of the student 

 * @param classId The id of the student's class 

 */ 

public Student(int id, int classId) { 

    super(id, DatabaseManager.getPersonName(id)); 

    this.deck = loadStudentDeckFromDB(classId); 

} 

 

/** 

 * Loads in all cards in the student's deck 

 * for the given SchoolClass id 

 * @param classId The id of the student's SchoolClass 

 */ 

private ArrayList<Card> loadStudentDeckFromDB(int classId) { 

    int currentAssignmentId = 

DatabaseManager.getCurrentAssignmentIDForClass(classId); 

    ArrayList<Integer> cardIds = DatabaseManager.loadStudentDeckIds(id, 

classId, currentAssignmentId); 

    ArrayList<Card> retDeck = new ArrayList<Card>(); 

    for(int cardId : cardIds) { 

        retDeck.add(new Card(cardId)); 

    } 

    return retDeck; 

} 

 

-------- Card.java -------- 
/** 

 * @param id The id of the card 

 */ 



public Card(int id) { 

    this.id = id; 

     

    HashMap<String, Object> cardProperties = 

DatabaseManager.getCardProperties(id); 

    this.type = (String)cardProperties.get("type"); 

    this.bodyText = (String)cardProperties.get("bodyText"); 

    this.pageStart = (int)cardProperties.get("pageStart"); 

    this.pageEnd = (int)cardProperties.get("pageEnd"); 

     

    this.type = this.type.trim(); 

    this.bodyText = this.bodyText.trim(); 

} 


